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Numerous acquaintances of DE MOERENSCHILDT in Dallas area 

interviewed and furnished no information to indicate he is 

interested or active in any irregular political groups, or 

that he is disloyal to U. S. He is described as "nom-
confermist," completely -independent in his thinking, and 
"international playboy." He was married to present rife 

6/23/59 in Dallas. Is subject of present court litigation 

because of allegation he leased oil land to another person 
without holding valid lease himself. No arrest record Dallas_ 

In 1/63, he wrote letter to Dallas acquaintance in which he 

stated he had been informed by FBI in Dallas or Ft. Iortb that 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD was harmless. DE MOHRENSCHILDT interviewed 

at Port-au-Prince, Haiti, 3/7/64, by Bureau Agent and stated 

person who told him OSWALD was harmless was MAX CLARK, his 

attorney and former security officer at Convair, and that 
he had been of opinion CLARK had once been with FBI, although 

had no basis for this opinion. He made complete retraction 

of his earlier statement. 
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DETAILS: 

interastirv7 that in this diarch 1964 statement, said to be the 
first time he ever spoke to anyone from the FBI, all their interest seems to have 
been in .• statement he made that the FBI considered 'swald harmless. There is 
nothin,0: at all about hie knordedge of Cs7ald, which is rather remarkable for if 
the ?PI lid not 1.-.-now it sonner, he certeinly voluntep=red it here. 
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